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TOWARD A QUALITY-OF-LIFE PARADIGM FOR SUSTAINABLE COMMUNITIES

Drew Hyman United States of America

ABSTRACT

f his paper suggesis that the mental images that guide human creativity and action, our paradigms for rural development, are inadequate for
developing communities that can coexist with metropolitan areas in a high-tech, industnahzed world, and it presents a contemporary alternative. For
several generatiohs the agranan and industnal paradigms were accepted as appropriate for guiding social change and development. Since the mid
1960's, however, this duality has been challenged, indicating either that Kuhn's concept of paradigm is inapplicable to social science or we have been
thrown Into another iteration of paradigm development. Contemporary society faces both "paradigm gndlock," and "paradigm obsolescence." The
paper explores the premise that our paradigms for rural development and change and presents an alternative to paradigm gndlock.

The mental images that guide human creativity and action are the
most fundamental aspects of development and change. Without an
image, an idea or a pattern toward which to build, no purposive
change can occur. This is true for science, engineering, education,
agriculture, the arts and other areas of human endeavour. It is
important to recognize that all development concernstheories,
policies, plans, strategies, and actionsexpress ideas and values
about what development is and should be. "These contrasting sets
of beliefs and moral attitudes lie at the heart of the different
ideological thought-worlds and their visions of the developed
society; indeed, for many people the 'developed' society is virtually
interchangeable with the 'good' society" (Goldsworthy, 1988). This
means that the paradigms or models people bring to development
issues place severe constraints around what they are willing to
consider or even to perceive as possible

Thomas Kuhn (1970) points out that "paradigm" has both general
and specific applications.

On the one hand, it stands for the entire constellation of beliefs,
values, techniques, and so on shred by the members of a given
conmmnity. On the other, it denotes one sort of element in that
constellation, the concrete puzzle- solutions which, employed as
models or examples, can replace explicit rules as a basis for the
solution of the remaining puzzles of normal science (Kuhn MO'
p 175).

Paradigms are perspectives "that for a El MC provide model
problems and solutions to a community of practitioners (Kuhn
1970, p yin). They are applied without question by community
members They "look like laws of nature, but their function for
group members ts not often that alone.... they function in part as
laws but also in part as definitions of some of they symbols they
depioy" (Kuhn 1970, p. 183). They are the worldview,
weltanschamung, combined with its meaning and value, and
principles of action, with which people interact with the world
(Edwards 1967, pp 404A05;Berger and Luckman 1967)

Vision and values are thus inextricably intertwined as the
fundamental bases for policy and action (Hyman and Miller: 1985;
Hyman, Wadsworth and Alexander). The agrarian and industrial
paradigms provide the worldview that guides most contemporary
development policies. And, while the dictionary definition of "to
develop" means to cause to become gradually fuller, larger, better,
the intrinsic meaning of "development" differs according to one's
worldview. Those following the agrarian model will seek "to
develop" their household to better cope with the vicissitudes of
nature and to provide a comfortable existence for their extended
family. Those following the growth/modernization model will seek
"to develop" their capital and increase resource utilization to
produce more commodities or services for the marketplace. The
differences in desires, goals, policies and actions are profound: one
seeks family survival and the other seeks growth of capital.

The theme of this paper is that these paradigms are inadequate for
guiding research and our worldviews for action are inadequate for
guiding rural community change in our high-tech, global
community, and it presents a contemporary alternative. Our
reasoning begins with the premise that "rural development" is an
internally inconsistent concept that embodies conflicting
paradigms. The word "rural" generally brings to mind agrarian
paradigm images of rustic, pastoral, agriculture-hased settings for
the production of food and fibre. "Development" denotes the
patterns of growth, concentration, urbanization, and
industrtalization of the groNThlmodernization paradigm The
result is both "paradigm gridlock," and "paradigm obsolescence." A
good part of the problem arises from the growth/modernization
paradigm itself.

CONTEMPORARY ROOTS FOR A NEW PARADIGM

The first part of the twentieth century was dominated by the belief
that industrialism, urbanism and growth were the future of
mankind. Progress was viewed as a linear continuum from agrarian



to industrial society (Chart 1). Mid-twentieth century economists
operationalize this paradigm as being manifest in "economic
growth," soc:ologists as "modernization."2 The second part the
century is characterized by realisation, especially in the developing
ateas, that the Agrarian Industrial resulting economic recipes did
not lead to growth and modernization Chart 1 in many situations
and eventually led to disillusionment with growth theories and a
return to empirical observation and trial-and-error approaches that
try to take into consideration a variety of locality specific factors
Many cultures may not want to emulate the West and wish to
pursue a directions more compatible with a different worldview
Similar results occur when we try to apply it to rural development
in industrialized nations.

Recent artemp,s a, bring together the literature on development
from several fields sociology, economics and political science
tend to come to similar conclusions (Weitz:1986; Harrison:1988;
Hunt:1989; Jaffee:I990; So:1990). Jaffee' review of the 2,
Development" and "social change" are frequently used almost
interchangeably, but they connote different concepts. Kornblum
(1988, p. 566) considers social change to involve "variations over
time-in the ecological ordering of populations and communities, in
patterns of roles and social interactions, in the structure and
functioning of institutions, and in the cultures of societies." The
social change literature is permeated by the assumption that
economic, political and social change are part of a broader pattern
of changemodernizationwhat varies along a traditional-
modern continuum. This perspecive is rooted in the works of
Durkheim, Toennies, Max Weber, and Marx 'Development", on
the other hand, usually refers to some measurable form of
"progress" along the modernization continuum, commonly
measured by grofflh in gross national product (GNP). Jaffee states
that this perspective assumes that growth in GNP would bring
improvement in all spheres of life. Thus "development" assumes
that "the economy would be richer, jobs would be created, people
would have more money, the quality of life would improve,
poverty would disappear, industry would expand, and life as we
know it in the advanced industrial economies would be
reproduced in the less-developed nations." (Jaffee:1990, p 8) main
strains of development theory (traditional/modern continuum) and
growth (GNP) theory concludes with the following statement:

Today, neither the structural modernization thesis nor the
GNP/states-of-growth model claims many adherents. . In place
of these theoretical models one finds a preference for particular
socio-economic arrangements and policies as the central societal-
level dimensions responsible for development.' (Jaffee 1990:112)

The search for new models to deal with what are seen as the
problematic aspects of the growth/modernization model has most
recently been encapsulated in the idea of sustainability.
Sustainability has three dimensions. when, where, and what; time,
space and substance. First, sustainability refers to prolonging
natural and social processes over an extended period of ume. It is
thus future oriented. Second, it is concerned with broad
geographic areas; spatially sustainability extends generally beyond
a single person, farm, plantation, or corporation. it is community,
region, nation or global in scope. Third, sustainabtlity is concerned
with the interrelation of both natural and social processes. It is

thus integrative and interdisciplinary in regard to the substance or
content of what is being sustained

A whole systems perspective is essential to understanding
sustainability Individual unitswhether they he individuals,
families, groups, farms, corporations or communitiesare viewed
in their broader sense as units in a larger whole The I. Iniversity of
California, Sustainable Agriculture Research and Education
Program puts it this way

Sustainability rests on the principle that we must meet the needs of
the present without compromising the ability of future generations.
to meet their own needs. Therefore, stewardship of both natural
and human resources is of prime importance Stewardship of
human resources includes consideration of social responsibilities
such as working and living conditions of labourers, the needs of
rural communities, and consumer health and safety both in the
present and the future (University of California 1901, p 1)
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The report of the World Commission on Environment and
Development (1987), known as the Bruntdland Report, defines
sustainable development as "development that meets the needs of
the present without compromising the ability of future generations
to meet their own needs.". It notes some of the implications that
follow from sustainable development are changing the quality of
economic growth; meeting human needs for jobs, food, energy,
water, and sanitation; a sustainable level of population; conserving
and enhancing the. resource base; reorienting technology and
managing risk; merging environmental and economic concerns in
societal decision making. (Rodda 1991, p. 44)

These emerging perspectives appear analogous to Kahn's (1970)
pre-paradigm stage, "where 'schools' compete with one another to
have their view of a discipline, and their interpretations of data,
accepted by others." Thus, it is appropriate for us to begin to
articulate a paradigm that focuses on sustainability and the quality
of life emerges.

ROOTS OF A NEW PARADIGM: IN SOCIETY

The agrarian and industrial paradigms are sociologically rooted in
the positivistic organicism of Toennies and Durkheim. Toennies
viewed society as being based in interdependence. He articulated
two forms of society, gemeinschaft and gesellschaft. Gemeinschaft,
rooted in superstition and mutual fear of the irrational, "being
based upon consensus of willsrests on harmony .and is
developed and ennobled by folkways, mores, and religion"
(Etzioni:1964). People are tied to each other and to the land by the
natural drive to survive. Gesehschaft is social order which, being
based upon a union of rational wills, rests on convention and
agreement. is safeguarded by political legislation, and finds its
ideological justification in public opinion. Gesefischaft is based on
specialisation and division-of-labour which isolates families from
others. Peace and commerce are maintained through conventions
and the underlying mutual fear. Government protects this
civilisation through-legislation and politics (Toennies:1957;
Etzioni:1964, p. 64-65).

Both of these visions see society as imperatively coordinated. There
is some overall direction and control. Society is an identifiable,
tangible entity, a collectivity that has interests, goals, values and
decision making in and of itself. Today global society is not
imperatively coordinated Highly industrialized nations that
participate in multinational trade and cultural interactions arc
comparable systems. Control appears to be fragmented among
nations, multinational corporations and a variety of regional and
sub-national groups and organizations.

A contemporary perspective views direction and control of the
community as an interactional field of people, organizations and
institutions, not as a single collective with a "head." From this
perspective, the overall system is neither centrally controlled nor
random and chaotic. An interactional system is characterized by a
variety of systemic interconnections among relatively independent
units. Warren (1978) notes that the actions of the parts are
negotiated among the parts rather than being directed by a central
controlling unit. The shared values and norms flow from a
common macro-culture which guides decision making and action
in many communities The community does not act, its parts do;
and the parts understand the rules of interaction. (Warren, 1978,
p 410.)

The emerging perspective sees society not as one ordered on
coerced behaviour based on fear of a war of all against all; rather,
the soc al contract is based on altruistic accommodation and
mutual pursuit of the good life. The world community, and local
communittes for that matter, can he seen as a series of
simultaneous games where the Interactions of some have greater or
lesser eflects on tile others (Polyani: 1951; Hyman and
Miller 1985). The parts retain considerable separate identity and
individual autonomy in interactional interdependence with others
Communines appear different from different viewpoints; their
actions have different effects on different segments of society We

refer to this idea as "the kaleidoscopic community"--the structure
is dependent on the interact mu of niany different individual units
and it appears different from different observation points This



perspective embodies the structural underpinnings of a different
perspective, which we will call the quality-of-hle paradigm, or
simply, the QoL paradigm.

We chose the term "QoL paradigm" since the term implies a
primary concern for the character of society and a focus on
excellence (in contrast to the quantitative emphasis of the
growth/modernization paradigm). This seems appropriate to
describe a society based on values which emphasise concern for

substance and sustainability It also conveys the idea of continual
efforts to focus on long-term end results and end products. The

QoL paradigm emphasises developing sustainable rural
communities as integral to economic and community
development Hyman, Shingler and Gamm (1904) define a
sustainable community as follows

A "sustainable community" is one in which the full range of
conununity values and services is available to its members, and n
has the: capacity to transform as Internal and external relations to
respond to changing circumstancesboth internal and external

The delivery of goods and services may be accomplished either
Internally or through linkages with external systems and
operations. Most importantly, the quality and level of goods and

services and the access to values is equivalent to the levels of the

broader society.

SIX "-IZATIONS" AND TWO PARADIGMS

The following ideas are explorative, intended to begin assembling

the different aspects of what appears to be an emerging paradigm.

Major themes of the QoL paradigm can be seen to emerge from
considering the six "-izations" of Alvin Toff lees "Second Wave" of

civilisation and what we believe may be their emerging
counterparts. Industrial society is characterized by standardisation,
centralisation, specialisation, synchronisation, concentration and

maximisation (Toff ler, 1980, Ch. 4). Table I compares Toff ler's six

-izations and their QoL paradigm alternatives.
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A QoL paradigm will differ radically from the indtLstnal paradigm

It emphasises the "ends" of social processes Quality and flexibility

are its hallmark compared to quantity and standardisation for its
Industrial alternative. The QoL paradigm stresses individual choice

through customisation and diversity and flexibility in contrast to
the industrial paradigm's other-determined tcndency for
standardisation and punctuality. Decentralization of power and

control are the norm in both public and private sectors, and

economy and government. Localities gain increased decisional
autonomy-discretionwithin broad societal policies Education
and employment tend toward generalization and muhi-skilled
individuals. People ate trained in undermanding and problem
solving which can he applied to a number of fleas. Serial careers

may become the norm. Rather than industrial synchronisation of
both individuals and organizations to the dictates of a central
control, the QoL paradigm will allow individual discretion that is

in harmony with societal values Decision making will move
toward the periphery, dispersed throughout society, rather than

being concentrated in large centralized structures The standard for

success will be optimization marked by appropriate scale, rather
than the bigger-is-better, most-is-best maximtsation principle The
QoL paradigm eliminates the contradiction between "rural" and

"development" because it focuses on the overall community as the

target for development.

Our view is that the QoL paradigm does not replace the
Theological Society others; it adds a third paradigm to the agrarian
and industrial models. As depicted in Chart 2, thts addition can be

seen to create a multilinear, Agmean Industrial Socl.ery Society
multidirectional field bounded by three different continuum. The
Chart 2 first continuum at the base of the triangle is the agrarian-
industrial paradigm of the modernization/growth model. The

second continuum is an agrarian/QoL continuum which suggests
the possibility of a different direction for development than
industrtallurban growth Together these two continuum create a
third dimension, the QoL-mdustrial society continuum.
Triangulated, these three continuum create a developmental field

or matrix. Identifying the general principles associated with the
worldviews of the three paradigms allows us to begin to
understand and make conscious decisions about their
appropriateness for our society.

ASPECTS OF THE NEW PARADIGM: CULTURAL VALUES

Survival, Growth or Sustainability?

Table 2 compares underlying cultural values and perspectives of

the three paradigms. The first two are drawn front previous works.

The Q01_ paradigm is a paradigm appropriate for development in
the kaleidoscopic community. The agrarian perspective sees
mankind as being essentially at the mercy of the elementsnature
or the gods. It leads to a fatalism that precludes future-oriented
planning and actions to a great degree. If one has no way to
control the vagaries of nature, it is futile to plan ahead. A degree of

control can be achieved through superstitions which provide
explanations for why things happen, and for attempts to know and
placate the spirits, gods, or God. We are at the mercy of the gods.

The industrial paradigm is founded on a belief in rationality as a
way to control nature and the destiny of mankind. The emergence
of the scientific method, experimentation, leads to a belief that
everything can be known and hence controlled if we just know
how the parts work. The result is an attempt to take things apart,

separate them into their component parts, to make them more
productive. A main theme is understanding how things work and

then creating the ideal futurea linear ideaprogress. We can

know and control everything.

The QoL paradigm is founded on a belief that Humankind must
live in a symbiotic relationship with nature and others. The
recognition of dynamic systemsnot amenable to simple linear
manipulation opens our minds and actions The recognition of
multilinear possibilitiesbased on present choices in the context

of the choices of others and environmental dynamicsleads away
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from a belief that all can be known and controlled to a belief in
dynamic interdependencethe actions of each have implications
for the outcomes of themselves and others and the actions of
others have implications for the outcomes of themselves and others
as well. This is not chaosa randomisation of causes and effects
but interdependence of outcomesthe Kaleidoscopic community
described above. Together we can work toward a high- quality
sustainable society.

ASPECTS OF THE NEW PARADIGM: ECONOMY

is more better? Or, is better better?

Table 3 compares economic aspects of the three paradigms. The
QoL paradigm embodies the image of a global community. Thus,
industrial society is one in which a few metropolises and mega-
corporations become dominant The QoL paradigm is one in
which production and distribution systems arc decentralised,
characterized by intermediate scale units which emphasise
appropriate technology and a balance between the core and
periphery. Centralisation in industrial society would decrease
opportunities for ownership and control. Decentralization in The
QoL paradigm provides a higher number of opportunities for
ownership and control in capitalist societies or for managing
enterprises in socialist societies. The overall emphasis shifts from
emphasis on quantity and maximising profit to quality and
concern with satisfactory products.

Table 3
Three Forms of Society. ECONOMIC ASPECTS
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There are significant implications for workers as well. In industrial
society, jobs tend to he highly specialised, and structured to
require minimum skills and training. Education for work tends to
be either on-the-job or responsibility is placed on society to
prepare people for jobs. In The Qol paradigm, the emphasis is
toward producing intrinsically significant products or parts of
products; this requires broader training and multiple skills
Education would he a mutually shared responcihday with society
providing basic education and problem solving skills, and industry
providing the specialised training required for specdic !ohs

"Developnwnt" takes on fundamental differences in perspective in
the paradigms. 1 he orientation of economic units to society and
the environment is different too. Industrial society tends to be
exploitative of nattne and capitalises on the use of "free" non-
renewable resourCes The Qol. pat adigm emphasis's maxinumi
use ol renewable resources, recyChng, replacement and
perniauence Industiial society tends to foster what is referred to ac
"devclopment in communities" growth hrms Lrt iliduntries reap the

primary benefits of development with little concern for the Costs
borne by the broader community.3 The costs of doing business are
less than the costs of business. The Q0L paradigm in Contrast, is
concerned with "development of communities" in the broader
perspective. Development addresses :he implications of economic
changes on the entire community context The costs of doing
business are the same as the costs of business.

ASPECTS OF THE NEW PARADIGM: SOCIAL

From Family to Bureaucracy to Community

Harrlson's work on The Sociology of Modernization and
Development finds general agreement among scholars on
capitalism, at least the Western version of industrial capitalism.
'The basic point is that, positive, negative or neutral, there is no
argument about what is happening. Much the same might be said
of capitalism, a more comprehensive example of modernity.
Despite the acrimonious debates over definitions, it is generally
agreed that, ideal-typically, capitalism involves numerous well
documented social processes: the separation of individual workers
from their means of production, a corresponding increase in wage
labour ttnd participation in a cash economy, landlessness and (at
least iiMially) increased inequality, production for profit, large-
scale, capital- intensive manufacturing, the application of
technology to production, and a vastly extended division of
labourall involving widespread and disruptive changes in the
social, cultural, economic and political fabric of societies."
(Harrison: 1988, p 156) Jaffee (1990, p.8) notes that even in
nations that have experienced significant rates of economic growth,
"many of the assumed positive by-products have not materialised.
Rapid growth has not necessarily resulted in higher incomes for
workers, better health care, more housing, a reduction in poverty
or a more democratic or egalitarian society. On the contrary, there
are numerous examples of rapid growth accompanies by a decline
in the standard of living, increasing poverty, rising inequality, and
political repression. In fact, these are frequently regarded as
necessary, though hopefully temporary, conditions for growth."

Social organisation differs among the paradigms as well. The
agrarian paradigm is centred around family, tribe or clanothers
are Competitors and enemies. Industrial society changes the focus
to formal organizations, bureaucraCy, separating individuals into
roles and specializations. Interactions are controlled by imperative
coordination. The QoL paradigm takes a broader perspective,
looking at the multiple interactions- of individuals in groups and
communities. It tends toward integration of roles and mutual
agreement in interactions. Lest we give the impression of economic
determinism, it is clear that the social and political aspeCts of
soCiety are different as well (Table 4) Industrial society exhibits
imperative coordination which separates people from each other
and fragments individuals, frequently into competing roles and
responsibilities. The QoL paradigm emphasises intentional
(voluntary/normative) coordination based on shared values and
norms, and collaborative relationships rooted in mutual
interdependence which tends to integrate and harmonise the
relationships of individuals to each other and to society.

Tame 4
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The "egoistic" ethical perspective of industrial society puts the
individualperson, faintly, corporation. nationin first place
"What's good for General Motors is good for the World." The
"altruistic" ethics of The QoL paradigm sees the good of the
individual and society as being inextricably intertwined. The
guiding criterion is that individuals see their well-being as being
tied up with the well-being of others and the overall community
"Ask not what your community can do for you; ask what you can
do in your community As standardisation, specialisation and
ceniral control are dominant themes of industrial society, so
diversity, choice, .tnd intentional coordination are characteristic of
the QoL model

ASPECTS OF THE NEW PARADIGM: POLITICAL

Front Tradition to Imperative Coordination to Intentional
Communities

It follows that controlpolitics, government, management and
decisionmakingare fundamentally difkrent in the paradigms as
well (Table 5).
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Today, highly industrialized nations, global corporations that
participate in multinational trade, trans-national organizations and
cultural interactions all defy overall imperative coordination. At the
same time religious, ethnic and tribal conflicts resist central
control, and governments are immobilised by competing
organizations and interest groups Control appears to be
fragmented among nations, multinational corporations and a
variety of regional and sub-national groups and organizations.
Societal direction and control are key elements in a new paradigm.

CONCLUDING COMMENTS

It is clear that we are talking about much more than a transition to
an "information age." The QoL paradigm differs radically from
both agrarian and industrial society. The QoL paradigm ts suited
for a society dominated by mutual respect and well-being. It
emphasises the "ends" of social processes Quality and flexibility
are its hallmark compared to quantity and standardisation for its
industrial alternative The Q0L. paradigm stresses individualisation
through customisation and diversity and flexibility in contrast to
industrial society's other-deternnned tendency for standardisation
and punctuality. Decentralization of power and control are the
norm in both public and private sectors, and economy and
government Localities gain increased decisional autonomy
disc retion within broad societal policies. Education and
employment tend toward generalization and multi-skilled
individuals. People are trained in understanding and problem
solving which can be applied to a number of fields Rather than
industrial synchronisation of both individuals and organizations to
the dictates of a central control, The QoL paradigm will allow
individual discretion that is in harmony with societal values
Decision making will move toward the periphery, dispersed
thioughout society, rather than being concentrated in large
centialized structures nu. ,.tandard for succe,,s will be

optimization marked by appropriate scale, rather than the bigger-
is-bener, most-is-best maximisation principle The QoL paradigm
eliminates the contradiction between "rural" and "development It

can end paradigm gridlock.

The underlying values that constitute the worldviews of the three
paradigms are the conceptual filters through which all thought and
action are screened. This process IS generally not conscious hut
rather occurs as one is perceiving things. However, once
characteristics such as identified in Tables 1-4 above are made
explicit, we have the option of choicea QoL charactenstic. The
three paradigms can he operationalized by developing criteria for
measuring the extent to which specific units (individuals, groups,
organizations, communities, societies) reflect agrarian, industrial or
QoL characteristics. It also follows that purposive action in one
direction of the other could be pursued, yielding an infinite
number of alternative futures as depicted in Chart 3

While primarily heuristic at this point, we believe this perspective
provides a vision of the future that includes viable roles for both
rural communities and metropolitan areas as a basis for directing
thought and action. Rural communities need not be relegated to
decline or development on an industrial modelwhich portends
their becoming non-rural. Nor do urban areas for that matter. The
QoL paradigm allows communities to develop Theological
according to a worldview that allows them to move in the direction
of sustainable rural communities with QoL characteristics. The
QoL Agrarian . Industrial paradigm provides a vision of
development that allows Chart 3 diversity and change, not a single
path as with modernization, stages of growth and GNP theory.
This alternative worldview envisions a future of quality and
diversity with many types and sizes of Community in a single
global system, none having or seeking dominance. If this ;II
sounds somewhat idealistic, it is, for that is the nature of a
worldview. At the same nme, the alternative worldview is idealistic
as well and with quite different consequences. The choice is ours.
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